Q u a n t u m S ta te s w ith M a x im u m I n f o r m a tio n E n tr o p y . I. In the frame of the information theory approach to quantum statistics, we examine the condi tions which a given information "Tr(WA) =m" must satisfy in order to determine a unique quan tum state with maximum information entropy.
Introduction
In the last fifteen years the information theory approach has led to an original foundation of sta tistical thermodynamics1-4. This approach is found ed on the general principle of inductive reasoning that, to make statistical inferences on the basis of incomplete information one must use the most un biased probability assumptions compatible with the given information. By means of the information entropy as a measure of the "missing information" (or "amount of uncertainty"), Jaynes1 first has formulated this principle precisely and has applied it to statistical physics:
Principle of Maximum Entropy: If only partial information is given about the exact state (microstate) of a physical system, then the system must be described by that macrostate (statistical ensemble of microstates) which has the maximum informa tion entropy compatible with the given information.
This formulation indicates the wide range of ap plicability of the principle of maximum entropy. In order to apply this principle, however, in the frame of a specific physical theory, one first needs the precise definition of the macrostates of the theory in question and a concrete measure of the informa tion entropy of these macrostates.
The application of the principle of maximum en tropy in the frame of quantum theory poses no con ceptual difficulties. In a systematic development of quantum mechanics, all states of a quantummechanical (q.m.) system may be characterized 5-7 as mean value functionals M on the set ^(J^f) of all bounded, self-adjoint (s.a.) operators on the Hilbert space J f of the system satisfying the properties of A , holds true for all A e , W e 23 and for all bases {cpi: i e N} of Jf7. On the other hand, the statements of (1.5) are not valid for arbitrary s.a. operators A. In case of an unbounded A, the sums in (1.5) are in general not defined; and, even if they are defined, they are not necessarily independent of the basis chosen7. Hence if unbounded operators must also be considered -and this will turn out to be indispensable in our problem -then we must generalize the above mean value functional. Equa tion (1. is finite. In the particular case of a pure point spectrum of A with the spectral representation A -^a n P an, we have neG r(WA) = l a n Tr(W Pan Partial information about the state of a q. m. system can be formulated in different ways, e.g. "the probability of the result ao in an experiment E is po" or "the value of the observable8 A is found with certainty in the interval [a, 6]" or "the mean value M (B) of the observable B is But one easily realizes that any finite amount of such ex perimentally accessible data can be put in the form M{Ar) -Tv[WAr) = mT\ r = l , . . . , h (1.10) with given real numbers mr.
The information entropy H(W ) of a quantum state8 W has, according to Javnes1 and Fano9, the value10
For a justification of this formula we refer to 9>12>13. Other authors have also considered a different con cept of information entropy in quantum statis tics2»14 which characterizes the uncertainty of the outcome of a measurement of a certain observable A for a given quantum state15. But this observabledependent entropy concept seems inappropriate for our problem, especially in the case when the given information includes the mean values of several incompatible observables.
In replacing the general notions of the principle of maximum entropy by the corresponding special terms of quantum mechanics we obtain the Principle of Maximum Entropy for Quantum Sta tistics: If Eq. (1.10) provides the only information about the state of a q.m. system, then the system must be described by the state operator which has the maximum information entropy H subject to the conditions (1.10).
Though this principle has been applied succesfully to many problems of quantum statistics, the exact conditions under which the information (1.10) determines a unique quantum state with maximum information entropy (QME) have not yet been fully explored. The case of a finite dimensional Hilbert space has been exhaustively studied by Wichm ann16. The existence of QMEs in infinite dimen sional Hilbert spaces was first shown, under special assumptions, by v. Neumann5 in deriving the state operator of the canonical ensemble; but a detailed analysis of the conditions of existence of QMEs in separable Hilbert spaces has been made, as far as we know, only for the case h = 1 by Ingarden and Urbanik2. These authors, however, used the observable-dependent entropy concept mentioned above and assumed that A\ in (1.10) has a pure point spectrum.
In a series of papers we will examine the condi tions which the given information (1.10) must sa tisfy in order that QMEs exist in an infinite dimen sional, separable Hilbert space. In the present paper we reconsider the case h = 1 of Eq. (1.10), i.e. we assume that the information is given in the form Tr (WA) = m , (1.12) whereas the case of an arbitrary finite number of given mean values M (Ar) will be treated in a sub sequent paper. As for the case h -1, the problem can be solved completely and the results of Ingarden and Urbanik are preserved though we use a different entropy concept and make no as sumptions about the spectrum of A in (1.12).
We first introduce our notations and compile some results from the literature which are needed in the following. Notations: The spectrum of an operator A is denoted by a {A). The supremum [infimum] of the real, closed spectrum of a s.a. operator is denoted by a (A) [cr (^4)]. The set of all elements of or (^4) except for the isolated eigenvalues with finite multiplicity represents the essential spectrum of A and is denoted by (ress(^4). A com plete orthonormal system of eigenvectors of a s.a. operator with a pure point spectrum is called an A-basis. To every A-basis, there corresponds a di ve agonal representation, A = 2 ai P (fpi)> where P {(pi) i= 1 is the projection operator upon the one-dimensional subspace generated by (pt. The spectral set $(^4) of a s.a. operator with a pure point spectrum is the set {ai: i e N} of eigenvalues of A which occur in a diagonal representation. £(^4) is independent of the particular diagonal representation chosen and contains every eigenvalue at of A exactly as often as indicated by its multiplicity. We further intro duce the subsets 
is also contained in 2S and satisfies the relation
b) If {(pi: i g N} is an ^4-basis, then we find in addition for all W e23, Tr(tfM) = Tv(WA). Hence, the regularity of ^4 implies that all pro jection operators EA (z) -EA (y) with -oo < y < 2 < oo have finite trace; this proves the assertions (2.2) to (2.4). Eq. (2.5) follows from (2.2) to (2.4) since J^ has been assumed as infinite dimensional, and (2.6) is an obvious property of regular operators. □
The characteristics (2.2) to (2.4) are equivalent to the property cress(-4) = 0. According to Lemma 4, a regular operator A has a spectral representation oc A = l^n P a n with which the condition (2.1) can « = 1 be put in the form oo Ze-ß<">Tv(Pan) = Z e -ßa' < oo.
The following lemma shows that, on the basis of the entropy concept (1.11), QMEs exist only in the case that the operator A in (1.12) has a pure point spectrum. While stating the conditions for sup {H(W): W e SS^"1} < oo, Theorem I does not specify in which cases this finite supremum is in fact assumed and whether the eventual maximum is unique. These questions are answered by Theorem II.
According to Lemma 4 all regular operators are bounded from exactly one side. Without loss of generality we will confine ourselves in the following to regular operators which are bounded from below; regular operators bounded from above can be treated in complete analogy. For that reason we can presume the following properties of $(^4):
S(^4) = {oi,o2, ...}, -oo < «1 ^ a2 ^ a3 ^ ..., (2.19) lim at -oo , (3No e N) (Vn > N 0)a n > 0, j->-3C
(Vra ^N 0)a n ^0 . It should be noted that mA is not necessarily finite. If ßA is not critical, i.e. if ZA(ßA) = oo, then we set mA -oo. Finally we introduce for every ß e (ßA, 00) -and also for ßA if ßA is criticalthe s.a. operator
For simplicity we will often drop the index A if no confusion results.
Theorem II. Let A be a regular operator bounded from below. Then we find: a) For all ß e (ß, oo) the operator V(ß) is a state operator. If A is a regular operator bounded from above, then analogous statements hold true with negative ß and ß = suV{ß:Z(ß) < oo} ^0 . e) For every m e (a\, rh), the information entropy H has a unique maximum on the set which is assumed at the QME W[m\ = F «^) " 1 (?n)):
(Vm e («i, m)) (V IF e SS^"1)
With the aid of Corollary 2, the proof of all as sertions of this theorem can be found in Reference 2.
The Theorems I and II completely characterize the conditions under which the given information "Tr(WA) = m, m e R" determines a unique QME: A QME exists if and only if either A is regular and17 m e (ai, mA][m e [mA, ai)] or m is equal to o(A) or a (A) and is coincidently an eigenvalue of A with finite multiplicity. If, on the other hand, A is regular but mA < m [mA > m] then the supre mum of H on m is still finite but "unattai nable", i.e. y$Am contains no QME even though sup {H (IF): IF e 2^™} < oo.
Remark. As is shown by the above results, either only positive or negative "A-temperatures" l/ß can occur in q.m. systems with an infinite dimensional Hilbert space -depending on whether A is bounded from below or above. Moreover, Theorem II in cludes the remarkable possibility of an upper limit 11//5U | of the absolute value of the A-temperature. In the special case ZA(ß) < 0 0 , \mA\ < <=0, there even exists a QME with the maximum [minimum] yl-temperature ßA~x, namely the state operator VA(ß). In contrast to this, q.m. systems with a finite dimensional Hilbert space can have positive as well as negative A-temperatures18. But in such systems there exists no upper limit of [ ß-1 1. The w. ir. operators are divided into two classes: the w.ir. operators bounded from one side and the w.ir. operators bounded from no side. As is shown by the following lemmata, both classes contain operators which allow an infinite supremum of H on 23,4m as well as operators admitting only a finite supremum of H on First we consider the w.ir. operators bounded from one side; without loss of generality, we can confine ourselves to operators which are bounded from below and whose spectral set has the properties (2.19). The generalisation of this result to the case in which the mean values of several quantities are given will be treated in a subsequent paper.
